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Within a single-electron picture and perturbation theory, expressions for the electrical conductivity !exem-
plified by the Kubo-Greenwood formula" exhibit divergences for degenerate states and states which are near
resonance with an ac field. In this paper, we obtain expressions for the conductivity starting with a many-
particle approach, and we emphasize the importance of quantum statistics for the expression for the conduc-
tivity. For weak topological disorder, the new conductivity expression can be reduced to semiclassical Boltz-
mann expressions at various levels of approximation. We show that contributions to current from degenerate
states in a low-frequency field and states near or in resonance with an ac field are finite. For the ac case, to the
first-order change in the degenerate states caused by external field, new components of current with zero
frequency and double frequency are predicted. To the first-order change in the states which are near or in
resonance with field, zero-frequency, double-frequency and triple-frequency components of current appear.
Zero dc conductivity at T=0 K in an intrinsic amorphous semiconductor can be directly demonstrated if we
first calculate the change in many-electron wave functions caused by an external field. We show that for an
intrinsic semiconductor, the conventional Kubo-Greenwood formula represents the contribution from single-
particle excited states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The theory of charge-carrier transport in materials is of
the highest importance to modeling studies of devices and
nanoscale electronics. Most often, the method of linear-
response theory1 is employed to forge links between experi-
ments and computation. It has been implemented in the
Green’s function formalism,2–4 in density-functional
theory5–8 and in time-dependent density-functional
theory.9–12 The Kubo-Greenwood formula !KGF" !Ref. 13"
!as an example" has been used with great success to cal-
culate the electrical conductivity from first-principles
simulations.14–19

In connection with disorder and the scaling theory of
localization, linear-response theory for the conductance has
seen further development20–28 since the 1980s. These in-
vestigations illustrated the significance of different geom-
etries on the observed conductance. In the scattering
formalism,20–25,28 the effect of an external field on the system
is factored out at an early stage: the linear dependence of
current on external field is imposed at the outset. Conse-
quently, the change in wave function caused by external field
does not appear in the conductance. The direct current !dc"
and alternating current !ac" conductances are expressed by
the elements of the scattering matrix. The scattering matrix is
determined by the disorder potential and the wave function
outside the disorder region.

Conductivity of a substitutional alloy AxB1!x can be effec-
tively computed using a combination of coherent potential
approximation !CPA" and the muffin-tin potential model.29–31

The full scattering operator is given by a standard series
which prevents electrons from scattering twice in sequence
on the same site.29 CPA asserts that statistical correlations of
single-atom t-matrices and corresponding effective wave of
the effective medium are negligible. Then the vertex correc-

tions of the current operator are a sum of single-site contri-
butions. However the Green’s function of the effective wave
is not a property of the virtual crystal and has to use infor-
mation from the fluctuating part of the potential.29 With the
muffin-tin potential model, the Green’s function of the effec-
tive wave can be computed.32 This labor can be saved if one
first formulates transport coefficients in the muffin-tin poten-
tial model of alloy AxB1!x, and then applies CPA to simplify
the scattering path operator.30 In the “wave-vector” represen-
tation, the vertex correction of current operator takes a sim-
pler form.30 However, the method of CPA+muffin-tin poten-
tial is not easily applied to amorphous solids with topological
disorder. In a first-principles simulation, one does not make a
distinction between substitutional disorder and topological
disorder. A large enough cell may be taken to represent the
disorder present in an amorphous solid.33

Greenwood’s derivation of the conductivity used the tran-
sition probability between two single-electron states caused
by an oscillating external field,13,34–36 in such a way that the
interaction time must be long enough to assure that the tran-
sition probability is well defined. To make perturbation
theory applicable, the interaction time should be short. For a
large system, in which the energy spectrum is continuous,
these two conditions are not always well satisfied. One well-
known example is small-polaron hopping. Due to the quasi-
continuity of the phonon spectrum, the resultant activation
energy is very different from what is expected from the time
integral of ordinary perturbation theory !the energy differ-
ence between two states".37 In addition, the ordinary pertur-
bation theory for nondegenerate states is not applicable to
compute the contribution to current from the accidental de-
generacy in some crystals,38 from states which are in reso-
nance with an ac external field and from degenerate localized
states in amorphous semiconductors.

In this paper we first derive the expression for the current
density from the principle of virtual work and coarse average
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in Sec. II. Although the resulting expression for the current is
equivalent to what was obtained from averaging the current
operator with the time-dependent density matrix,26,27 this ap-
proach makes it easier to include contributions from degen-
erate states and states which are in resonance with an ac
field, which are ignored in previous work. If topological dis-
order is weak, the new conductivity formula can be reduced
to semiclassical Boltzmann form.

For many practical calculations, the single-particle ap-
proximation must be invoked at some stage, and the mode in
which this is carried out can produce different results. In
earlier studies, workers applied the single-particle approxi-
mation to the many-electron wave function first and then
considered the effect of an external field on the single-
particle states. In Secs. III and IV, we also use this ansatz. In
Sec. III, the dc conductivity is deduced from stationary-state
perturbation theory. The expression is not quite correct, as
the fermion “unoccupation” factor for the final state is lost.
In previous work,26,27,34–36 ordinary time-dependent pertur-
bation theory was used to compute the change in wave func-
tion. In a low- or zero-frequency field, degenerate states lead
to an artificial singularity in the expression for the current
density. The dc conductivity is then obtained from ac con-
ductivity by taking the zero-frequency limit. In Sec. IV, we
separately calculate the contributions to ac conductivity from
nondegenerate states, degenerate states, and states which are
in resonance with a finite-frequency external field. Ordinary
time-dependent perturbation theory is applied to nondegen-
erate states in Sec. IV A. This is the circumstance treated in
previous work.13,26,27,34–36 If the disorder in an amorphous
solid is so small that a virtual crystal exists, we show in Sec.
IV B that KGF reduces to Boltzman formulation at various
levels of approximation. Comparison with Greenwood’s for-
mula is made in Sec. IV C. Because only the amplitude of
transition probability caused by external field appears in the
expression of current density, the long-time limit which is
necessary to define transition probability per unit time is no
longer needed.

In ordinary time-dependent perturbation theory, degener-
ate states in a low- or zero-frequency external field and states
which are near or in resonance with a finite-frequency field
create artificial poles in the wave function perturbed by ex-
ternal field. For degenerate states in a low- or zero-frequency
field, one traditionally chooses a suitable integral contour to
bypass the poles by adiabatically introducing the external
field.27,39 This procedure is not suited to localized states in an
amorphous semiconductors. As we will explain later, local-
ized states must be treated as discrete. Furthermore, the cur-
rent density should be free of any singularity. In Sec. IV D,
we develop time-dependent perturbation theory for degener-
ate states in a low-frequency external field. The zeroth-order

contribution from degenerate states is shown to vanish and
the first-order contribution of degenerate states is finite. In
the new expression, the dc conductivity can be obtained from
the ac conductivity by directly taking the value at "=0. In an
ac field, the first-order corrections of the degenerate states
lead to new components of current with complex field de-
pendence. The components of current from direct coupling
between degenerate states and nondegenerate states formally
have linear dependence on field. But highly nonlinear field
dependence enters through new zero-order eigenvalues and
new zero-order wave functions of the degenerate states. The
components of current from indirect coupling between two
degenerate states mediated by a nondegenerate state have
new time factors with double frequency and zero frequency.
Formally they have second-order field dependence just as
second-order nonlinear effect caused by nondegenerate
states. However the nonlinear effect caused by nondegener-
ate states cannot exist in a system with inversion symmetry40

while those caused by degenerate states are not sensitive to
the symmetry of the system.

In Sec. IV E, we develop time-dependent perturbation
theory for states which are near or in resonant with a finite-
frequency external field. The zeroth-order contribution to
conductivity is zero. The first-order contribution of these
states is finite. The first-order correction of the states which
are near or in resonance with an external field lead to new
components of current at triple frequency, double frequency,
and zero frequency. Some zero-frequency and double-
frequency components formally associate with first-order
field dependence. This is in contrast to usual second-order
effect caused by nondegenerate states but also in contrast to
the double-frequency components caused by degenerate
states. At a finite-frequency monochromatic external field,
RLC circuits with resonance frequencies 2" and 3" can de-
tect new double-frequency and triple-frequency components
of current, respectively.

In Sec. V, we compute the change in many-electron wave
function induced by the external field and show that the dc
conductivity can then be derived from stationary-state pertur-
bation theory. In this analysis, the role of many-electron sta-
tistics on conductivity can be handled automatically. For an
intrinsic semiconductor, we show that the KGF gives only
the contribution from single-particle excitations, cf. Eq. !95".

II. CURRENT DENSITY

If the motion of nuclei are treated classically #as in ab
initio molecular dynamics !MD" codes$, the average energy
H̄ of the electron+nuclei system in an electromagnetic field
described by vector potential A and scalar potential # is
given by

H̄ =% dr1 . . . drNe
$&W1. . .WN'!! !r1 . . . rNe

"He!$&W1. . .WN'! !r1 . . . rNe
" + (

%

1
2M%

#P% ! q%A!W%"$2 + (
%

q%#!W%"

+ (
%,&!'%"

V!W%,W&" , !1"
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where q%, M%, P%, and W% are the effective charge, mass,
canonical momentum, and position vector of the %th nucleus.
V!W% ,W&" is the interaction between the %th nucleus and
the &th nucleus. Here,

He! = (
j=1

Ne ) 1
2m

#p j ! eA!r j"$2 + e#!r j"* + (
jk

V!r j,rk"

+ (
j%

V!r j,W%" !2"

is the electronic Hamiltonian in the external electromagnetic
field. V!r j ,rk" is the interaction between an electron at r j and
another electron at rk, V!r j ,W%" is the interaction between
an electron at r j and the %th nucleus at W%. The stationary
state of electrons is determined by

He!$&W1. . .WN'! !r1 . . . rNe
" = E&W1. . .WN'!e $&W1. . .WN'! !r1 . . . rNe

" ,

!3"

where $&W1. . .WN'! !r1 . . .rNe
" being the many-electron wave

function of He! for a given nuclear configuration &W1 . . .WN'
belonging to eigenvalue E&W1. . .WN'!e . We use He to denote He!
when the external field does not appear, $&W1. . .WN' is eigen-

function of He belonging to eigenvalue E&W1. . .WN'
e . Hereafter

we use a primed symbol to denote a quantity in the presence
of an external field, the corresponding symbol without the
prime to denotes the quantity in zero field. In a MD formu-
lation, the positions of the nuclei are provided as snapshots
from MD time steps. The initial positions of nuclei are given
from an initial configuration, the initial velocities of nuclei
are assigned in some way. The electronic wave function
$&W1. . .WN'!r1r2r3 . . .rNe

" is calculated from the configuration
&W1 . . .WN', the forces on each nucleus is then calculated
from $&W1. . .WN'!r1r2r3 . . .rNe

". The ionic time evolution is
given by integrating Newton’s second law.33

According to the principle of virtual work, for a given
state $!, the microscopic electric current density jm!r"=
!(H̄ /(A!r" at point r is39

jm!r" = Ne
i)e

2m
% dr2dr3 . . . drNe

!$!!r$!! ! $!!!r$!"

!
e2

m
A!r"n&W1. . .WN'

e !r" + (
%

q%V%(!r ! W%" , !4"

where

n&W1. . .WN'
e !r,t" = Ne% dr2dr3 . . . drNe

$&W1. . .WN'!! !rr2r3 . . . rNe
"$&W1. . .WN'! !rr2r3 . . . rNe

" !5"

is the number density of electrons at r for a given nuclear
configuration &W1 . . .WN'. Equation !4" is the response
of the electronic+nuclear system to an external field; the
first two terms are due to electrons and the last term to nu-
clei. The measured macroscopic current density at point r
is41,42 a spatial average of Eq. !4" over a region *r centered
at r

j!r" =
1

*r
%

*r

dsjm!s" . !6"

The linear size L of *r satisfies: a+L+,, where a is a
typical bond length, , is the wavelength of external field or
other macroscopic length scale. Equation !6" is the usual
current density defined for an infinitesimal area.41,42

Using the single-electron approximation to separate vari-
ables in Eq. !3", we obtain the equation satisfied by the
single-electron wave function -l!

ha!-l!!r" = El!-l!!r", ha! =
1

2m
#p ! eA!r"$2 + e#!r"

+ U#r,!W%"$ , !7"

where ha! is the single-electron Hamiltonian in an external
field, U is the single-electron potential due to nuclear con-

figuration &W%'. ha, -l!r", and El are the corresponding
quantities when external field does not appear: they are the
Hamiltonian, eigenfunctions, and eigenvalues of a single-
particle theory.

For solids without translational invariance, one cannot
define wave vectors to label single-electron states. The ef-
fect of static disorder arises from the single-electron poten-
tial U. One role of static disorder is to localize band
tail states. Although extended states are eigenstates of ha,
the carriers in extended states are scattered by the disorder
potential. This is in contrast to crystals, where Bloch waves
are not scattered by static lattice. In an amorphous solid,
carriers move in and out of the sample in a conduction
process. Unlike the case of an isolated sample, the wave
function of an extended state is no longer zero at the bound-
aries of a system carrying a current. Thus, carriers in ex-
tended states are still scattered by the disorder potential.43

The electron-vibration coupling assists the hopping motion
of localized carriers and scatters the carriers in extended
states.

The current density due to electrons may be computed
as follows. At temperature T'0, the system can be in
the ground or excited states. The electron current at tem-
perature T arises from various excited states and the ground
state
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je!r" =
i)eNe

2m*r
%

*r

ds% dr2dr3 . . . drNe (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe

! !$l1l2. . .lNe

! !s$l1l2. . .lNe

!! ! $l1l2. . .lNe

!! !s$l1l2. . .lNe

! " , !8"

where

$l1l2. . .lNe

! =
1

+Ne!
(
P

(PP-l1
! !s,sz1"-l2

! !r2,sz2"-l3
! !r3,sz3" . . . -lNe

! !rNe
,szNe

" !9"

is a Ne-electron state. Here P is a permutation of Ne ob-
jects !r1sz1 ;r2sz2 ;r3sz3 ; . . . ;rNe

szNe
", (P=1 if P is an even

permutation, (P=!1 if P is odd. Of course l1 , l2 , . . . , lNe
are all distinct. Because any observable like je is bilinear
in $l1l2. . .lNe

! , the order of rows and the order of columns

in $l1l2. . .lNe

! do not matter. We only need to maintain a

fixed order at intermediate steps of the calculation. The
sum is over all possible choices of Ne single-electron

states. The arguments of $! are !s ,r2 ,r3 , . . . ,rNe
". To

save space the spin variables are abbreviated. The occu-
pancy probability of state $l1l2. . .lNe

! is Wl1l2. . .lNe

! =Ul1l2. . .lNe

! /Z!,

where Z!=(l1l2. . .lNe
Ul1l2. . .lNe

! and Ul1l2. . .lNe

! =exp#!!El1l2. . .lNe

!

!E0!" / !kBT"$. E0! is the energy of Ne-electron ground state.
When no field is applied to the system, the macroscopic cur-
rent does not appear in any state $l1l2. . .lNe

. The current den-
sity from electrons reads

je!r" =
i)eNe

2m*r
%

*r

ds% dr2dr3 . . . drNe (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe

! #!$l1l2. . .lNe

! !s$l1l2. . .lNe

!! ! $l1l2. . .lNe

!! !s$l1l2. . .lNe

! " ! !$l1l2. . .lNe
!s$l1l2. . .lNe

!

! $l1l2. . .lNe

! !s$l1l2. . .lNe
"$!sr2r3 . . . rNe

" . !10"

For very low temperatures, ,-l1
-!eE ·r--l1

.+kBT is not satisfied, so that linearizing Wl1l2. . .lNe

! about field E is not legitimate:

the current density is not necessarily linear about field. If temperature is not too low such that ,-l1
-!eEr--l1

.+kBT, we may
expand the expression following the summation symbol in Eq. !10" to first order in the field. Because no macroscopic current
exists when external field vanishes, Eq. !10" is simplified to

je!r" =
i)eNe

2m*r
%

*r

ds% dr2dr3 . . . drNe (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
#!$l1l2. . .lNe

! !s$l1l2. . .lNe

!! ! $l1l2. . .lNe

!! !s$l1l2. . .lNe

! " ! !$l1l2. . .lNe
!s$l1l2. . .lNe

!

! $l1l2. . .lNe

! !s$l1l2. . .lNe
"$!sr2r3 . . . rNe

" , !11"

where

Wl1l2. . .lNe
= Ul1l2. . .lNe

/Z, Z = (
l1l2. . .lNe

Ul1l2. . .lNe
,

Ul1l2. . .lNe
= exp#! !El1l2. . .lNe

! Ev1v2. . .vNe
"/!kBT"$ !12"

are the corresponding quantities without external field. In the
single-particle approximation

Wl1l2. . .lNe
= /

%=1

Ne

f!El%
", f!El%

" =
1

e!El%
!."/kBT + 1

, !13"

where . is the chemical potential at temperature T. The con-
ductivity tensor /.0 is defined by relation

j. = (
0

/.0E0, .,0 = x,y,z , !14"

where E0 is the 0th Cartesian component of electric field and
/.0 can be read out from Eq. !11".

The current density #Eq. !11"$ and the conductivity de-
duced from it are for one instantaneous configuration of the
ions. To include the effect of thermal vibrations, one should
average the conductivity over a number of MD steps.14,16 In
a fixed temperature, MD simulation samples various atomic
configurations around a realistic structure. There are other
ways to handle thermal vibration, for example, from a tradi-
tional electron-phonon approach. The electron-phonon cou-
pling is particularly large for localized states in amorphous
semiconductors.44
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The single-particle approximation can be applied in two
different ways: !1" first express $l1l2. . .lNe

! with single-electron

wave functions -! and carry out the multiple integral
0dr2dr3 . . .drNe

. Then view -l%
! as correction of -l%

under
perturbation !eE ·r, where r is the position of electron. !2"
View $l1l2. . .lNe

! as correction of $l1l2. . .lNe
under perturbation

!(m=1
Ne eE ·rm, then effect the integral 0dr2dr3 . . .drNe

. Most
discussion about the KGF !Refs. 13 and 34–36" is based on
method !1". The role of many-electron statistics is displayed
more explicitly in method !2". Both schemes express the
conductivity in terms of single-electron states and corre-
sponding eigenvalues. In Secs. III and IV, we will use
method !1" and compare with previous results. Method !2"
will be analyzed in Sec. V.

III. STATIONARY PERTURBATION THEORY FOR
ESTIMATING dc CONDUCTIVITY

In current density Eq. !11", if we first apply the single-
particle approximation to $! and use stationary perturbation
theory to compute -!, then we are not able to fully include
the role of many-electron statistics in dc conductivity. How-
ever the expressions so obtained can be used to test the self-
consistency of the corresponding results from time-

dependent perturbation theory. By means of Eq. !9" and
working out 0dr2dr3 . . .drNe

, Eq. !11" leads to

je!r" =
i)e

2m*r
%

*r

ds (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
%=1

Ne

#!-l%
! !s-l%

!!

! -l%
!!!s-l%

! " ! !-l%
!s-l%

! ! -l%
! !s-l%

"$ . !15"

In a static electric field, the nuclei and the bound electrons
are pushed in opposite directions. This leads to a static de-
formation of the material. Since a static electric field does
not produce net velocities of the nuclei, the third term in Eq.
!4" is zero. At this point, let us assume that all the single-
electron states in Eq. !15" are nondegenerate. The case of
degenerate states will be discussed later. From stationary per-
turbation theory, the first-order change -c!

!1" in the single-
electron wave function due to the external field is

-c! = -c + -c!
!1", -c!

!1" = (
d!"c"

,-d- ! eE · r--c.
Ec ! Ed

-d, !16"

where -c and Ec are the single-electron wave function and
the corresponding eigenvalue without external field. Substi-
tuting Eq. !16" into Eq. !15", and only keeping the terms
linear with external field, the dc conductivity is

/.0 =
e2)

m*
(

l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
%=1

Ne

(
l!"l%"

1
El%

! El
Im,-l-x0--l%

.%
*

d3x1-l

#-l%
!

#x.
! -l%

! #-l

#x.
2 . !17"

The sum over l!"l%" is not restricted to !l1l2 . . . lNe
"; it ex-

tends to all single-particle states. In an infinite system, the
matrix element of the position operator is not well defined.
Making use of

,-d-x%--l%
. =

,-d-#ha,x%$--l%
.

Ed ! El%

=
)2

m

,-d-
#

#x%
--l%

.

El%
! Ed

, !18"

one can convert the matrix elements of position into the ma-
trix elements of momentum.34

Current use of the KGF amounts to assuming that beside
l%, other single-electron states in &l1l2 . . . lNe

' are occupied,
and only the factor f!El%

" is retained. Thus the sum over
various choices of &l1l2 . . . lNe

' can be ignored if one extends
the sum over % to all possible single-particle states. Equation
!17" does not obviously display an obvious feature of an
intrinsic semiconductor: the dc conductivity should vanish at
zero temperature. In addition, due to the use of the single-
particle approximation before applying perturbation theory,
one cannot exclude coupling between two occupied states.
These faults can be cured in time-dependent perturbation

theory or by applying perturbation theory directly to the
many-electron wave function.

If there is only one group of M-fold degenerate single-
electron states !-d/

,/=1,2 , . . . ,M" in $l1,l2,. . .,lNe
, we first

form correct zeroth-order wave functions

-d/
!!0" = (

/!

Cd/d/!
-d/!

, /,/! = 1,2, . . . ,M !19"

and the secular equation satisfied by Cd/d/!
is

(
/!

!Vd/d/!
! 1(d/d/!

"Cd/d/!
= 0,

Vd/d/!
=% dr-d/

! !! eE · r"-d/!
. !20"

The perturbation matrix !Vd/d/!
" is Hermitian, it can be di-

agonalized by a unitary transformation !Cd/d/!
". Therefore
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(
/

!-d/
!!0" ! -d/

!!0"! ! -d/
!!0"! ! -d/

!!0""

= (
/

!-d/
! -d/

! ! -d/

! ! -d/
" . !21"

According to Eq. !15", the zeroth-order contribution of the
degenerate states to conductivity is zero. This is consistent
with usual experience: an electron is not accelerated along
the direction of the field when it transits between states of the
same energy, and thus makes no contribution to the conduc-
tivity.

The first-order correction to -d/
!!0" is39

-d/
!!1" = (

k

Vkd/

Ed/

!0" ! Ek
!0"-k

+ (
/!=1

M 3 1
1d/

! 1d/!

(
k

Vd/!k
Vkd/

Ed/

!0" ! Ek
!0"4-d/!

!!0", !22"

where

1d/
=% dr-d/

!!!! eE · r"-d/
! ,

Vkd/
=% dr-k

!!! eE · r"-d/
!!0",

Vd/!k
=% dr-d/!

!!0"!!! eE · r"-k, !23"

where k indexes nondegenerate states. The first sum in Eq.
!22" runs over all states which are not degenerate with
!-d/

,/=1,2 , . . . ,M".
Making use of Eq. !22", the macroscopic current density

Eq. !15" becomes

j!r!" =
e2)

m*r!
(

l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
) (

%=1

Ne!M

(
l!"l%"

Im
,-l-E · r--l%

.

El%
! El

%
*r!

ds!-l!s-l%
! ! -l%

! !s-l" + (
/=1

M

(
k

Im
,-k-E · r--d/

.

Ed/

!0" ! Ek
!0"

2%
*r!

ds!-k!s-d/
!!0"! ! -d/

!!0"!!s-k" + (
/=1

M

(
/!!"/"

Im3 1
1d/

! 1d/!

(
k

Vd/!k
Vkd/

Ed/

!0" ! Ek
!0"4%

*r!

ds!-d/
!!0"!!s-d/!

!!0" ! -d/!
!!0"!s-d/

!!0"!"* .

!24"

Equation !24" is the current density for a system that has one
M-fold manifold of degenerate states in its energy spectrum.
The sums over l and k are not restricted to !l1l2 . . . lNe

". The
first term in the bracket is the contribution from coupling
among nondegenerate states, it leads to conductivity, Eq.
!17". The third term is the contribution from indirect cou-
pling among members of the M-fold degenerate states
through nondegenerate states, the second term is a contribu-
tion from coupling between nondegenerate states and mem-
ber of the M-fold degenerate states. Note that all denomina-
tors are nonzero. The generalization to the situation in which
there are several groups of degenerate states in $l1,l2,. . .,lNe

is
straightforward.

Usually linear-response theory means computing the re-
sponse of system to first order in external field. This is real-
ized by calculating the first-order change in the state !wave
function or density matrix" of system. For nondegenerate
states and states which are not in resonance with an ac ex-
ternal field, the first-order change in the state does depend
linearly on the external field. However for degenerate states
and states which are in resonance with an external field, the
first-order changes in these states include a complicated non-
linear dependence on external field. Formally the second

term of Eq. !24" is linear about field and the third term in Eq.
!24" is second order in the field. Because -d/

!!0", 1d/
, and Vkd/

are functions of field, the second term and third terms in Eq.
!24" do not exhibit a simple linear relation with field: each
contribution to conductivity is field dependent.

The order of magnitude of one term inside the second
summation in Eq. !24" is the same as that of one term in the
first summation. The order of magnitude of one term inside
the third summation is the same as that of usual second-order
nonlinear effect produced by nondegenerate states.

If we insist that conductivity is field independent, i.e.,
only keep the contributions to current to first order of exter-
nal field, then we should discard the second term and the
third term of Eq. !24". If we think current density should be
formally linear in the field, then the second summation
should be included. The conductivity thus defined is field
dependent. If we interpret linear response as a consequence
of the first-order change in states, the third summation
should also be included. Whichever point of view we may
adopt, the nonlinear components of current caused by degen-
erate states are a prediction. They are different from the
second-order and higher order responses caused by nonde-
generate states: !1" the latter does not depend on the exis-
tence of manifold!s" of degenerate states and states are in
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resonance with external field, the nth!n32"-order current
density is a nth-order homogeneous polynomial of field
components;40 !2" the second-order current caused by non-
degenerate states vanishes in a system with inversion
symmetry.40 The “second-order” nonlinear current #the third
summation within curly brackets of Eq. !24"$ caused by de-
generate states is not sensitive to the symmetry of system.

IV. CONDUCTIVITY FROM TIME-DEPENDENT
PERTURBATION THEORY

The macroscopic current density in an oscillating field is

je!r,t" =
i)e

2m*r
%

*r

ds (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
%=1

Ne

&#-l%
!t"!s-l%

!!1"!!t"

! -l%
! !t"!s-l%

!!1"!t"$ + #-l%
!!1"!t"!s-l%

! !t"

! -l%
!!1"!!t"!s-l%

!t"$' . !25"

In an ac electric field E=E0 cos "t, the interaction of an
electron at r with field is

Hfm!t" = Fe!i"t + Fei"t, F = !
1
2

er · E0. !26"

Since the region *r !employed to compute the spatial aver-
age" is much smaller than the wavelength of the field, the
position dependence of field is ignored in Eq. !26". The wave
function -c!!t" in an external field can be computed from
time-dependent perturbation theory as

-c!!t" = -c!t" + (
d!"c"

ad!t"-de!iEdt/), -c!t" = e!iEct/)-c!r" ,

!27"

where ad!t" satisfies

i)
#ad!t"

#t
= (

c1

ac1
!t"Fdc1

#ei!"dc1
!""t + ei!"dc1

+""t$ !28"

and

Fdc1
=% dr-d

!F-c1
"dc1

=
1
)

!Ed ! Ec1
" . !29"

We assume that initially only state -c is occupied and other
states are empty: ac1

!t=!4"=(cc1
.

If one applies the current-field relation !14" in a macro-
scopic way, there are three equivalent but technically differ-
ent approaches to estimating the conductance: !i" using the
equality between Joule heating and the net absorption of the
energy of external field;13,24,34,35 !ii" the scattering matrix
formalism;21–23,25 and !iii" expressing the conductance by
two-time velocity correlation function in accord with
fluctuation-dissipation theorem.28,45 In approach !ii", the ef-
fect of external field is factored out already. Only the effect
of the disorder potential appears in the resulting form for the
conductance. From a microscopic point of view, dissipation
is due to the transitions between some states of the system
induced by an external field. To make the transition probabil-

ity well defined, a long-time limit is needed #cf. Eqs.
!43"–!45"$. If the current-field relation !14" is used to the
expression of current which is either ensemble averaged #cf.
Eq. !19" of Ref. 27$ or spatially averaged #cf. Eqs. !6" and
!33"$, the amplitude of transition probability caused by ex-
ternal field appears in the expression of conductivity #cf. Eqs.
!25" and !32" in this work or Eqs. !14" and !19" in Ref. 27$.

A. Nondegenerate states

If the states are nondegenerate, Eq. !28" is just

#ad!t"
#t

= !
i

)
Fdce

i!"dc!""t !3 i

)
Fdce

i!"dc+""t4 . !30"

The solution of Eq. !30" is a time integral

ad!t" = !
Fdce

i!"dc!""t

)!"dc ! " ! i("
!

Fdce
i!"dc+""t

)!"dc + " ! i("
, ( ! 0+.

!31"

The external field is introduced adiabatically. The change in
wave function -c due to the ac field is

-c!
!1"!t" = (

d!"c"
!1 ! nd"ad!t"-de!itEd/), !32"

where nd is the occupation probability of single-electron state
-d. The unoccupation factor !1!nd" is implicitly assumed
when we simplify Eq. !28" to Eq. !30": initially state -d must
be empty. In an intrinsic semiconductor at zero temperature,
the valence band is fully occupied and conduction band is
empty. Equation !32" indicates that only conduction states
can couple with the valence states. This implies that the dc
conductivity of an intrinsic semiconductor at zero tempera-
ture vanishes.

With the help of Eqs. !27", !31", and !32", Eq. !25" be-
comes

je!r!,t" =
i)e

2m*r!
%

*r!

ds (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
%=1

Ne

(
d!"l%"

!1

! nd"
e

2)
E0),-d-r--l%

.!3 ei"t

!"dl%
! ""

+
e!i"t

!"dl%
+ ""4

2!-l%
!s-d

! ! -d
!!s-l%

" + ,-d-r--l%
.3 e!i"t

!"dl%
! ""

+
ei"t

!"dl%
+ ""4!-d!s-l%

! ! -l%
! !s-d"* . !33"

By adiabatically introducing the external field in the evolu-
tion of density matrix, same result was obtained, cf. Eqs.
!19" and !24" in Ref. 27.

Now, separate out cos "t terms in Eq. !33": they are in
phase with the external field. The real part of conductivity
then reads
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/.0
!1"!"" =

e2)

2m*
(

l1l2¯lNe

Wl1l2¯lNe
(
%=1

Ne

(
d!"l%"

!1 ! nd"

21 1
El%

! Ed + )"
+

1
El%

! Ed ! )"
2

2Im3,-d-x0--l%
.%

*

d3x1-d

#-l%
!

#x.
! -l%

! #-d

#x.
24 .

!34"

The sin "t terms in Eq. !33" lag 90° behind the phase of
external field. The contribution to the imaginary part of the
conductivity is

/.0
!2"!"" =

e2)

2m*
(

l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe

1
Ne

(
%=1

Ne

(
d!"l%"

!1 ! nd"

23 1
Ed ! El%

! )"
!

1
Ed ! El%

+ )"
4

2Re3,-d-x0--l%
.%

*

d3x1-d

#-l%
!

#x.
! -l%

! #-d

#x.
24 .

!35"

Equation !35" indicates /.0
!2"!0"=0, as expected. To obtain

/.0
!1"!0", /.0

!2"!0" and to avoid the difficulty of degenerate
states in Eqs. !34" and !35", in previous method,26,27 one
needs to first take the adiabatic limit and then the zero-
frequency limit.27 Because we separately treat nondegenerate
states and degenerate states, this artificial singularity does
not appear and the dc conductivity is directly included in Eq.
!34". What is more, when "=0, Eq. !34" reduces to Eq. !17"
which is derived from stationary perturbation theory, except
for the factor !1!nd", as one would expect.

To first order in the external field, the second term in Eq.
!4" is

!
e2

m
A!r,t"n&W1. . .WN'

e !r,t" =
e2E0

m"
n&W1. . .WN'

e !r"sin "t

!36"

and the third term in Eq. !4" is

(
%

q%
2E0

M%"
sin "t(!r ! W%" . !37"

Using Eq. !6", the imaginary part of the conductivity of the
electrons+nuclei system is

/.0
I !"" = /.0

!2"!"" + 1 e2ne

m"
+ (

p

qp
2np

N

Mp"2(.0, !38"

where Mp, qp, and np
N are mass, effective charge, and the

number density of the pth species of nuclei. The last two
terms are contributions from free charges.42

B. Connection to semiclassical Boltzmann formalism

In the weak scattering or dilute impurity limit, wave vec-
tor and band structure are approximately meaningful. Then,
the KGF should reduce Boltzmann expressions for various
levels of approximations.46 The idea of Ref. 30 for AxB1!x
can be applied to more general disorder !a mixture of substi-
tutional and topological disorder". If no topological con-
straint exist, all local reference crystals will have matched
orientations.47 One then has an unified reference crystal. If
the distortion is weak and localized states do not exist, wave
vectors of the virtual crystal can be used to label states. The
resistivity arises from scattering by disorder potential and by
phonons. Using Eq. !18" and the definition of velocity opera-
tor v.=!i)m!1# /#x., Eq. !34" is changed into

/.0
!1"!"" =

e2

*
(

l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
%=1

Ne

(
d!"l%"

!1 ! nd"1 1
El%

! Ed + )"

+
1

El%
! Ed ! )"2 )

El%
! Ed

Im)3%
*

d3x-d
!v0-l%4

231
2%*

d3x!-l%
! v.-d ! -dv.-l%

! "4* . !39"

When disorder is weak, the full single-particle wave function
-d or -l%

in Eq. !39" is a linear combination of Bloch waves,
and the expansion coefficients include information about dis-
order: substitutional and/or topological. In the Taylor series
of disorder potential

!Va ! Vc"!r" = (
n

Ze2

4560
1 1

-r ! Rn-
!

1
-r ! Rn ! un-2

! (
n

e2

4560

Zn ! Z

-r ! Rn ! un-
, !40"

one can neglect the third and higher order terms in the small
parameters &Zn!Z' and &un', where Zn is the effective
nuclear charge of the atom at Rn+un, Z is the effective
nuclear charge of the atoms in the virtual crystal. Using the
more realistic potentials of density-functional theory or
Hartree-Fock in Eq. !40" does not alter any essential point.

Since disorder is weak and it is assumed that a virtual
crystal exists, the full single-particle wave functions can be
viewed as perturbed Bloch waves. Clearly the matrix ele-
ment of the current operator in Eq. !39" is fully dressed by
the disorder potential. In the language of scattering, -l%

is the
initial state and -d is the final state, and 0*d3x-l%

! v.-d is the
“scattering-in” term.30 For static external field "=0, the en-
ergy denominators in Eq. !39" coalesce into !El%

!Ed"!2,
which corresponds to M!1 M!1 in Eq. !79" of Ref. 30. The
initial state -l%

is occupied,
1!nd

El%
!Ed

! #f
#E , where f#E!k"$ is the

Fermi distribution function. Another !El%
!Ed"!1 produces an

energy-dependent relaxation time 7#E!k"$=)!El%
!Ed"!1. To

first order in the disorder potential !Va!Vc", the relaxation
time is )#El%

!0"!Ed
!0"+ !Va!Vc"l%

!0"l%
!0" ! !Va!Vc"d!0"d!0"$!1, where

!-d
!0" ,-l%

!0"" and !Ed
!0" ,El%

!0"" are bare Bloch states and corre-
sponding eigenvalues. If one neglects vertex corrections of
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the current operator, i.e., replaces it by the matrix elements in
bare Bloch states, 0*d3x-d

!v0-l%
!0*d3x-d

!0"!v0-l%
!0" as in Eq.

!86" of Ref. 30. Then the scattering mechanism only appears
in the factor

1!nd

!El%
!Ed"2 through energy eigenvalues El%

and Ed,

i.e., corrections in the eigenvalues of Bloch states caused by
disorder potential. The sum over states is converted into in-
tegral over Brillouin zone 0 2dk

!25"3 . By dropping the
scattering-in term, Eq. !39" is reduced to

/.0 = e2% 2dk
!25"3

# f

#E
7#E!k"$v.!k"v0!k", .,0 = x,y,z , !41"

a result familiar from the relaxation-time approximation.48

The inelastic scattering of carriers with phonons is re-
flected in the average over many MD steps. In a given MD
step, scattering is caused by the deviation of the given con-
figuration from the reference crystal. For a given tempera-
ture, a sequence of MD steps sample various vibrational con-
figurations around equilibrium. The electron-phonon
scattering is described by the change in electronic energy
spectrum by sampling different configuration.15,16,33 In the
relaxation-time approximation, inelastic scattering of carriers
with phonons is also implied in factor

1!nd

!El%
!Ed"2 through energy

eigenvalues El%
and Ed.

Now, for completeness imagine a rigid crystalline metal-
lic material for which scattering with thermal vibration and
disorder disappears. Partially filled band leads to that the
energies of numerous available final states are quite close to
the energy of initial state, so that the relaxation time )!El%
!Ed"!1 is infinite. At the same time, the velocity matrix ele-
ments 0*d3x-l%

! v.-d are finite. Therefore, rigid metallic crys-
tal has infinite conductivity as expected.

One can obtain a systematic expansion about disorder po-
tential and electron-phonon interaction beyond the
relaxation-time approximation.30 With bare Bloch states as
zero-order approximation, the perturbation Hamiltonian is
the sum of !Va!Vc" and the electron-phonon interaction. The
full single-particle functions !-l%

and -d" and corresponding
eigenvalues !El%

and Ed" can be calculated to arbitrary order
in the stationary perturbation theory. Inserting the dressed
states and eigenvalues back to Eq. !39", one obtains conduc-
tivity at various levels of approximation. We report this else-
where.

C. Comparison to KGF

Both the present work and the Greenwood derivation re-
quire that perturbation theory be applicable

ad!t" = !
i

)
Fdc%

t1

t2
dt!#ei!"dc!""t! + ei!"dc+""t!$ + 1. !42"

This means that the interaction time 7= !t2! t1" cannot be too
long

7 = !t2 ! t1" +
)

F
. !43"

The Greenwood derivation also requires that the transition
probability per unit time be defined13,35

lim
7!4

sin2 !"dc ! ""7
2

71"dc ! "

2
22 = 5(1"dc ! "

2
2

or lim
7!4

sin2 !"dc + ""7
2

71"dc + "

2
22 = 5(1"dc + "

2
2 . !44"

That is, the interaction time 7 should be long enough

7 8
2

"dc ! "
or 7 8

2
"dc + "

!45"

to allow the two limits in Eq. !44" to be taken. The law of
conservation energy !of field+matter" can be verified by
means of two measurements only to an accuracy on the or-
der of ) /9t, where 9t is the time interval between the
measurements,39 i.e., the interaction time 7 between field and
matter. For a large system with continuous energy spectrum,
Eq. !45" contradicts Eq. !43" for close levels when "!0.
Since a transition with small "dc makes a large contribution
to conductivity, the dc conductivity obtained from the KGF
is problematic. The derivation in this work does not require
the transition probability, therefore does not require condi-
tion in Eq. !45", and is self-consistent.

D. Degenerate states in a low-frequency external field

If the final state falls in continuous energy spectrum, the
perturbed wave function is39

-i! = -i +% d0 f
,- f- ! eE · r--i.

Ef ! Ei ! )" + i(
- f

+% d0 f
,- f- ! eE · r--i.

Ef ! Ei + )" + i(
- f , !46"

where 0 f is the set of quantum numbers characterizing state
- f. The integral 0d0 f is over all variables characterizing state
- f, which include energy Ef and other continuous parameters
used to distinguish degenerate states. The scattering states
with several scattering centers and Bloch states in a crystal
belong to a continuous energy spectrum. The wave vector
which characterizes a Bloch state or a scattering state
changes continuously, therefore the energy spectrum of a
crystal or a scattering problem is highly degenerate.39 ,- f-
!eE ·r--i. is analytic about 0 f and approaches a definite limit
when "!0 and k f !ki. Thus the first integrals in Eq. !46"
exists at pole Ef =Ei+)" in the meaning of principal value.
One can use the formal relation

!Ef ! Ei ! )" + i("!1 = P!Ef ! Ei ! )""!1 ! i5(!Ef ! Ei ! )""
!47"

to effect the integral.27,39 Similar discussion is applicable to
the second integral. Therefore for scattering states with sev-
eral scattering centers and Bloch states in a crystal, one need
not distinguish degenerate states and nondegenerate states.
An extended state in an amorphous system can be viewed as
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a wave packet formed by superposition of a primary Bloch
state and several secondary Bloch waves. The secondary
Bloch waves are generated by the scattering of primary
Bloch wave with the disorder potential. The extended states
can be labeled as the wave vector of the primary Bloch wave,
thus Eq. !46" is suitable for the extended states in an amor-
phous solid.

For localized states in amorphous semiconductors, the
two sums over final states in Eq. !46" are integrated about Ef
and summed over discrete parameters distinguishing degen-
erate localized states for a given energy. An amorphous semi-
conductor is composed of many topologically similar atomic
configurations. In different spatial regions, the degeneracy
among localized states for a given energy is produced by
similar structural conformations in different spatial regions.
Even for Ef !Ei, ,- f-!eE ·r--i. is different for each differ-
ent member - f of a degenerate manifold of localized states.
The two integrals in Eq. !46" do not exist even in a principal
value sense. Although conduction tail states and valence tail
states of an amorphous semiconductor belong to continuous
spectrum, these localized states in a degenerate manifold act
like discrete states.

If an energy spectrum is discrete, it is obvious that one
cannot use Eq. !31" in two situations: !1" degenerate states
"dc=0 in a dc field or near degenerate states in low-
frequency field "dc!"!0; !2" states which are near or in
resonance with external field: "dc:"=0. In these situations,
Eq. !30" leads to ad!t"5 t.

In this section, we will prove that the degenerate levels in
the energy spectrum do not cause any singularity in response
function such as conductance: the zero-order contribution to
current is zero, cf. Eq. !53". The current components from
first-order correction of degenerate states caused by external
field is finite and has complicated field dependence, cf.
Eqs. !60"–!65".

1. Zeroth-order contribution vanishes

For a group of M degenerate states !-d%
,%=1,2 , . . . ,M",

the mutual coupling is much stronger than the coupling be-
tween one member and the states with different energy. The
general evolution equation is simplified to

i)
daj!t"

dt
= (

k
ak!t"Gjk cos "t ,

Gjk =% dr- j
!!! eE0 · r"-k,

j,k = d1,d2, . . . ,dM . !48"

Next, introduce a new “time” variable s=sin "t, so that Eq.
!48" becomes

i)"
daj!s"

ds
= (

k
ak!s"Gjk. !49"

Then take the Fourier transform about s

aj!s" =% dpapje
!ips, j = d1,d2, . . . ,dM , !50"

where p is the “frequency” variable conjugate to s. Notice
that Gjk does not depend on time and Eq. !49" becomes

(
k

apj!Gjk ! )"p( jk" = 0. !51"

Because !Gjk" is Hermitian, its eigenvalues p1 , p2 , . . . , pM are
real and the matrix !ap.d%

" is unitary. The M special solutions
of Eq. !48" are

-p.
!!0"!t" = e!ip. sin "t(

%=1

M

ap.d%
-d%

, . = 1,2, . . . ,M . !52"

The matrix elements of perturbation !!eE0 ·r" relative to the
new zero-order wave functions are diagonal. Because the
matrix !ap.d%

" is unitary, one has

(
.=1

M

#-p.
!!0"!t" ! -p.

!!0"!!t" ! -p.
!!0"!!t" ! -p.

!!0"!t"$

! (
%=1

M

#-d%
! -d%

! ! -d%

! ! -d%
$ = 0. !53"

From Eq. !25", the zeroth-order correction to degenerate
states does not contribute to conductivity. Degenerate states
do not cause any singularities in the conductivity.

2. New components of current from degenerate states

We first compute the first-order correction to -p.
!!0"!t"

-p.
!!1"!t" = (

j
ap.j

!1" !t"- je
!itEj/) + (

.!

ap.p.!

!1" !t"-p.!
!!0"e!itEp.!

/). !54"

Now the zeroth-order wave functions are nondegenerate
states &-k' and new zero-order wave functions
-p1
!!0" ,-p2

!!0" , . . . ,-pM
!!0" of degenerate states. At an initial mo-

ment, an electron is in state -p.
!!0" :ap.

!!4"=1 and other co-
efficients are zero. If the interaction time with field is not too
long, ap.

!t" is dominant. For a nondegenerate state - j, ap.j
!1" !t"

is determined by

daj!t"
dt

= !
i

2)
Gjp.

!ei"t + e!i"t"ap.
!t"ei"jp.

t. !55"

The solution which satisfies initial condition aj!!4"=0 is

ap.j!t" = !
1

2)
Gjp.3 ei!"+"jp.

+i("t/)

" jp.
+ " + i(

+
ei!"jp.

!"+i("t/)

" jp.
! " + i(4 ,

( ! 0+. !56"

For a member of the degenerate states -p.!
!.!".", ap.!

!t"
satisfies

i)
dap.!

!t"

dt
e!itEp.!

/) = (
k

ak!t"Gp.!k
e!itEk/)ei"t + e!i"t

2
!57"

and initial condition ap.!
!!4"=0. Index k in the rhs of

Eq. !57" runs over nondegenerate states only. New zero-order
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wave functions &-p.
!!0"' do not couple to each other through

external field. ap.p.!
!1" !t" is given by

ap.p.!
!t" =

1
4)2(

k
Gp.!k

Gkp.) 1
"kp.

+ "

ei!"p.!p.
+2"+i("t

"p.!p.
+ 2" + i(

+
1

"kp.
+ "

ei!"p.!p.
+i("t

"p.!p.
+ i(

+
1

"kp.
! "

ei!"p.!p.
+i("t

"p.!p.
+ i(

+
1

"kp.
! "

ei!"p.!p.
!2"+i("t

"p.!p.
! 2" + i(* . !58"

When "!0, all the denominators of Eqs. !56" and !58" are
nonzero. For degenerate states in a zero-frequency external
field, the artificial singularity of perturbation formula !31" is
removed.

Combining Eqs. !25", !54", !56", and !58", the macro-
scopic current density can be written as

je!r!,t" = jnon
e !r!,t" + jc

e!r!,t" + js
e!r!,t" + jc2

e !r!,t" + js2
e !r!,t"

+ j0
e!r!" , !59"

where jnon
e !r! , t" is the contribution from nondegenerate

states and is obtained by replacing (%=1
Ne by (%=1

Ne!M !summing
over only nondegenerate states" in Eq. !33". Two components
jc

e and js
e of current are produced by direct coupling between

a member of degenerate states and a state with different en-
ergy

jc
e!r!,t" = cos "t

e

2m*r!
(

l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
.=1

M

(
j

!1 ! nj"

23 1
" jp.

+ "
+

1
" jp.

! "4
2Im Gjp.

%
*r!

ds!- j!s-p.
!!0"! ! -p.

!!0"!!s- j" !60"

is the component with cos "t factor and

js
e!r!,t" = sin "t

e

2m*r!
(

l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
.=1

M

(
j

!1 ! nj"

23 1
" jp.

+ "
!

1
" jp.

! "4
2Re Gjp.

%
*r!

ds!- j!s-p.
!!0"! ! -p.

!!0"!!s- j" !61"

is the component with sin "t factor. Although formally jc
e and

js
e depend linearly on field E, they include more complicated

field dependence through -p.
!!0" and Ep.

!!0". For example, from
Eq. !14", the contribution to conductivity from component jc

e

is

/c%&
e !";E0" =

e2

2m*r!
(

l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
.=1

M

(
j

!1 ! nj"3 1
" jp.

+ "
+

1
" jp.

! "
4Im31% dr- j

!x&-p.
!!0"2%

*r!

ds1-p.
!!0"!#- j

#s%

! - j

#-p.
!!0"!

#s%
24, %,& = x,y,z , !62"

a function of the amplitude E0 of the ac field through -p.
!!0" and Ep.

!!0".
Another three components of current formally have second-order field dependence. This is similar to the second-order

nonlinear effect caused by nondegenerate states.40

jc2
e !r!,t" = cos 2"t

e

4)m*r!
(

l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
.=1

M

(
.!

!1 ! n.!"(
k
1 1

"kp.
+ "

1
"p.!p.

+ 2"

+
1

"kp.
! "

1
"p.!p.

! 2"2Im Gp.!k
Gkp.

%
*r!

#ds!-p.
!!0"!!s-p.!

!!0" ! -p.!
!!0"!s-p.

!!0"!"$ !63"

is the component with cos 2"t factor.

js2
e !r!,t" = sin 2"t

e

4)m*r!
(

l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
.=1

M

(
.!

!1 ! n.!"(
k
1 1

"kp.
! "

1
"p.!p.

! 2"

!
1

"kp.
+ "

1
"p.!p.

+ 2"2Re Gp.!k
Gkp.

%
*r!

ds!-p.!
!!0"!s-p.

!!0"! ! -p.
!!0"!!s-p.!

!!0"" !64"
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is the component with sin 2"t factor. Equations !63" and !64"
have similar structure as the corresponding current densities
derived from second-order change in density matrix for non-
degenerate states, cf. Eqs. !2–29" and !2–30" of Ref. 40.
They are different in detail, however: !1" Eqs. !63" and !64"
include more complex field dependence through -p.

!!0" and
Ep.

!!0", while the ordinary current density produced by second-

order change in states only has E2 field dependence; !2" the
current density produced by degenerate states exits whatever
the symmetry of system is, while the ordinary current pro-
duced by second-order change in nondegenerate states can-
not exist in a system with inversion symmetry.

The current component

j0
e!r!" =

e

4)m*r!
(

l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
.=1

M

(
.!

!1 ! n.!"(
k
1 1

"kp.
+ "

1
"p.!p.

+
1

"kp.
! "

1
"p.!p.

2
2Im3Gp.!k

Gkp.
%

*r!

ds!-p.
!!0"!!s-p.!

!!0" ! -p.!
!!0"!s-p.

!!0"!"4 !65"

is stationary. Equation !65" has both second-order field dependence and the complex field dependence through -p.
!!0" and Ep.

!!0",
while the ordinary current produced by the second-order change in nondegenerate states only has the second dependence of
field, cf. Eqs. !1"–!8" of Ref. 40. The contribution to conductivity from j0

e is

/0%&
e =

e3

4)m*r!
(
;

E0; (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe
(
.=1

M

(
.!

!1 ! n.!"(
k

1 1
"kp.

+ "

1
"p.!p.

+
1

"kp.
! "

1
"p.!p.

2
2Im31% dr-p.!

! x;-k21% dr-k
!x&-p.

2%
*r!

ds1-p.
!!0"!

#-p.!
!!0"

#s%
! -p.!

!!0"
#-p.

!!0"!

#s%

24, %,&,; = x,y,z . !66"

It is easy to symmetrize indices & and ;. Except an implicit
field dependence in &-p.

!!0"' and &Ep.
!!0"', it depends on E0;

linearly.
In Eqs. !60"–!66", the summation over j or k is not re-

stricted to !l1l2 . . . lNe
": it extends to all single-electron states.

jc2
e , js2

e , and j0
e arise from indirect coupling among &-p.

!!0" ,.
=1,2 , . . . ,M' through nondegenerate states. The interaction
with external field appears twice in Eq. !58". This leads to
three new time factors cos 2"t, sin 2"t, and 1, which are
different from the original time factors e!i"t and ei"t of the
external field. -js2

e - / -jc
e- is about D2 /J, where D and J are,

respectively, the average degree of degeneracy of states and
the number of nondegenerate states in a band for a given size
of sample. If one couples a piece of material in an oscillating
field !frequency "" to a RLC circuit with resonant frequency
2", the double-frequency components should be detectable.

One may notice when "=0, js
e=0, and js2

e =0. Excepting
the factor !1!nj" which would not appear in single-electron
stationary perturbation theory, when "!0, component jc

e of
current from coupling members of degenerate states and
nondegenerate states is reduced to the second sum of Eq.
!24". Similarly excepting the factor !1!n.!", the sum of
components !jc2

e + j0
e" of current from indirect coupling

among the members of degenerate states is reduced to the
third sum of Eq. !24". The expression for current density
derived from time-dependent perturbation theory for degen-
erate states is consistent with the expression of current de-

rived from stationary perturbation theory for degenerate
states.

Unlike the KGF, where dc conductivity is obtained either
by extrapolating from optical conductivity15 or by writing a
separate code for zero frequency,16,34,36 the present ac ex-
pression includes the dc expression as a special case.31

E. Resonance with finite-frequency external field

In previous work on ac conductivity, the resonance of an
ac external field with two groups of states has been ignored.
A rationale is that residual interactions such as electron-
electron and/or electron-phonon interactions broaden single-
particle levels, causing the resonance to be smoothed out.49

This argument cannot be applied to molecular dynamics
!MD" simulation of ac conductivity, where single-particle
levels are well defined in each MD step, and averaging is
carried out over the MD trajectory. The electron-electron in-
teraction appears in Hartree-Fock or density-functional
Hamiltonian, the electron-phonon interaction appears as the
changes in configurations in consecutive MD steps. They do
not appear as the residual interaction to broaden the energy
levels. In this section, we show that the zero-order contribu-
tion to current from the states which are in resonance with
external field is zero. The contribution from the first-order
change in these states is finite.
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1. Zeroth-order contribution to current vanishes

Suppose that in !-l1
,-l2

, . . . ,-lNe
" there is a M-fold degen-

erate manifold !-m1
,-m2

, . . . ,-mM
" and a M!-fold degenerate

manifold !-n1
,-n2

, . . . ,-nM!
" which are nearly in resonance

with an external field: Em
!0"!En

!0"=)!"+<", where " is the
frequency of the external field and parameter <+" or <=0
measures how close the frequency " of external field is to
resonance. For the zeroth-order correction of these states, the
coupling with other nonresonant states may be neglected. If
we only consider the interaction with the smallest oscillating
frequency, the general evolution equations are simplified to

i)
damj

dt
= (

k=1

M!

Fmjnk
ei<tank

, Fmjnk
=

1
2% dr-mj

! !! eE0 · r"-nk

!67"

and

i)
dank

dt
= (

j=1

M

Fmjnk

! e!i<tamj
. !68"

Introduce new functions bnk
:ank

=bnk
e!it< !k

=1,2 , . . . ,M!", Eq. !67" becomes

i)
damj

dt
= (

k=1

M!

Fmjnk
bnk

!69"

and Eq. !68" becomes

i)ḃnk
= ! )<bnk

+ (
j=1

M

Fmjnk

! amj
. !70"

Equations !69" and !70" can be rearranged into

i)
d

dt
V = RV , !71"

where

R = 1 0M2M BM2M!

#!BM2M!"
transpose$! 0M!2M! ! )6IM!2M!

2 !72"

is a !M +M!"2 !M +M!" matrix, 0 is zero matrix, I is the unit
matrix, elements of matrix B are given by

Bjk = Fmjnk
, j = 1,2, . . . ,M ; k = 1,2, . . . ,M!. !73"

V is a !M +M!"-column vector, its transpose is

Vtranspose = !am1
,am2, . . . ,amM

;bn1
,bn2

, . . . ,bnM!
" . !74"

We are looking for special solutions of Eq. !71" in the form

amj

q !t" = amj

q0ei%qt, j = 1,2, . . . ,M ; bnk

q !t" = bnk

q0ei%qt,

k = 1,2, . . . ,M!. !75"

The column vector V0
q with

!V0
q"transpose = !am1

q0 ,am2
q0 , . . . ,amM

q0 ;bn1

q0,bn2

q0, . . . ,bnM!

q0 " !76"

is the eigenvector of R belonging to eigenvalue )%q. Then
!M +M!" special solutions of the time-dependent single-
electron Schrodinger equation are

-q!
!0"!t" = (

j=1

M

amj

q0ei%qt-mj
e!iEmt/) + (

k=1

M!

bnk

q0ei!%q!<"t-nk
e!iEnt/),

q = 1,2, . . . ,M + M! !77"

and the general solution can be obtained from linear combi-
nations of the special solutions. Because R is Hermitian, its
eigenvalues !)%q ,q=1,2 , . . . ,M +M!" are real, matrix C
= !am1

q0 ,am2
q0 , . . . ,amM

q0 ;bn1

q0 ,bn2

q0 , . . . ,bnM!
q0 " is unitary !q is index

of row".
If we use Eq. !77" and notice that C is unitary, one has

(
q=1

M+M!

!-q!
!0" ! -q!

!0"! ! -q!
!0"! ! -q!

!0"" = (
j=1

M

!-mj
! -mj1

!

! -mj1

! ! -mj
" + (

k=1

M!

!-nk
! -nk1

! ! -nk1

! ! -nk
" . !78"

From Eq. !15", the contribution to the current from the states
which are in resonance with an external field is zero. The
artificial poles in the case of resonance in Eq. !31" are re-
moved. For a mechanical oscillator, if we drive it at reso-
nance and do not dissipate energy, the amplitude of the os-
cillator will increase indefinitely. The situation for two
groups of resonant levels is different; the system absorbs
quanta from the external field, stimulated emission also oc-
curs. The material and field are in absorption-emission equi-
librium, so that no singularity occurs. The two ( functions in
Greenwood’s formula come from the long-time limit and are
not caused by resonance.

2. New components of current from resonant states

To compute the contribution to current from two groups
of states which are in resonance with external field, we need
the first-order corrected wave functions

-q!
!1"!t" = (

s
as

q!1"e!iEst/)-s + (
k

ank

q!1"e!iEnt/)-nk

+ (
j

amj

q!1"e!iEmt/)-mj
, !79"

where s indicates the states which do not belong to the upper
and lower degenerate groups. j scans over the upper group
!-m1

,-m2
, . . . ,-mM

", k runs over the lower group
!-n1

,-n2
, . . . ,-nM!

". Suppose initially that the system is in the
qth mode of the resonance states, for state -s which does not
belong to the two group resonant states, the first-order evo-
lution equation is then
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i)
das

!1"

dt
= (

j
#Fsmj

ei!"smj
!""t + Fmjs

! ei!"smj
+""t$amj

!0"

+ (
k

#Fsnk
ei!"snk

!""t + Fnks
! ei!"snk

+""t$ank

!0". !80"

The solution of Eq. !80" is

as
!1"!t" = !

1
)
(

j
3Fsmj

ei!"smj
!"+%q"t

"smj
! " + %q

+ Fmjs
! ei!"smj

+"+%q"t

"smj
+ " + %q

4amj

q0

!
1
)
(

k
3Fsnk

ei!"snk
!"+%q!<"t

"snk
! " + %q ! <

+ Fnks
! ei!"snk

+"+%q!<"t

"snk
+ " + %q ! <4bnk

q0. !81"

The first-order amplitude as
!1" of probability comes from the

qth mode of the resonance states.
For a member of the upper group, the first-order probabil-

ity amplitude is determined by

i)
damj

!1"

dt
= (

k=1

M!

Fnkmj

! ei!2"+<"tank

!0" + (
j!!"j"

#Fmjmj!
e!i"t

+ Fmj!mj

! ei"t$amj!

!0" + (
s

#Fmjs
ei!"mjs

!""t

+ Fsmj

! ei!"mjs
+""t$as

!1", j = 1,2, . . . ,M . !82"

Using Eq. !81", the solution of Eq. !82" is

amj

!1" = !
1
)
(
k=1

M!

Fnkmj

! ei!2"+%q"t

2" + %q
bnk

q0 !
1
)

(
j!!"j"

3Fmjmj!

ei!%q!""t

%q ! "
+ Fmj!mj

! ei!%q+""t

%q + " 4amj!

q0

+
1
)2(

s
Fmjs)(

j!
3Fsmj!

ei!%q!2""t

!"smj!
! " + %q"!%q ! 2""

+ Fmjs
! ei%qt

!"smj!
+ " + %q"%q

4amj!

q0

+ (
k
3Fsnk

ei!%q!""t

!"snk
! " + %q ! <"!%q ! ""

+ Fnks
! ei!%q+""t

!"snk
+ " + %q ! <"!%q + ""4bnk

q0*
+

1
)2(

s
Fsmj

! )(
j!
3Fsmj!

ei%qt

!"smj!
! " + %q"%q

+ Fmj!s
! ei!%q+2""t

!"smj!
+ " + %q"!%q + 2""4amj!

q0

+ (
k
3Fsnk

ei!%q+""t

!"snk
! " + %q ! <"!%q + ""

+ Fnks
! ei!3"+%q"t

!"snk
+ " + %q ! <"!3" + %q"4bnk

q0* . !83"

Because the average value of a mechanical quantity is bilinear in wave function, the common time factor ei%qt will disappear
in current density. The first three terms are first order in field. Coupling with a member in the lower group produces a time
factor ei2"t. Coupling with another member in the upper group produces time factors ei"t and e!i"t. The remain terms are
second order about the field and come from indirect coupling through nonresonant state -s, i.e., the terms including as

!1" in Eq.
!82". Coupling with a member in upper group produces time factors e!i2"t, 1, and ei2"t. Coupling with a member in lower
group produces time factor ei3"t, e!i"t, and ei"t. The characterization of the first-order correction of resonant states are different
from those of the first-order correction of the degenerate states. The time factors e!i2"t, 1, and ei2"t caused by degenerate states
are associated with formal second-order dependence of field.

For a member of the lower group, the first-order probability amplitude is determined by

i)
dank

!1"

dt
= (

j=1

M

Fnkmj
e!i!2"+<"tamj

!0" + (
k!!"k"

#Fnknk!
e!i"t + Fnk!nk

! ei"t$ank!

!0" + (
s

#Fnkse
i!"nks!""t + Fsnk

! ei!"nks+""t$as
!1", k = 1,2, . . . ,M!.

!84"

Using Eq. !81", the solution of Eq. !84" is

ank

!1"!t" = !
1
)
(
j=1

M

Fnkmj

ei!%q!2"!<"t

%q ! 2" ! <
amj

q0 !
1
)

(
k!!"k"

3Fnknk!

ei!%q!"!<"t

%q ! " ! <
+ Fnk!nk

! ei!%q+"!<"t

%q + " ! <4bnk!

q0

+
1
)2(

s
Fnks)(

j
3Fsmj

ei!%q!3"!<"t

!"smj
! " + %q"!%q ! 3" ! <"

+ Fmjs
! ei!%q!"!<"t

!"smj
+ " + %q"!%q ! " ! <"4amj

q0

+ (
k!
3Fsnk!

ei!%q!2"!<"t

!"snk!
! " + %q ! <"!%q ! 2" ! <"

+ Fnk!s
! ei!%q!<"t

!"snk!
+ " + %q ! <"!%q ! <"4bnk!

q0*
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+
1
)2(

s
Fsnk

! )(
j
3Fsmj

ei!%q!"!<"t

!"smj
! " + %q"!%q ! " ! <"

+ Fmjs
! ei!%q+"!<"t

!"smj
+ " + %q"!%q + " ! <"4amj

q0

+ (
k!
3Fsnk!

ei!%q!<"t

!"snk!
! " + %q ! <"!%q ! <"

+ Fnk!s
! ei!%q+2"!<"t

!"snk!
+ " + %q ! <"!%q + 2" ! <"4bnk!

q0* . !85"

The common time factor ei!%q!<"t does not appear in any averaged quantity. Substitute Eqs. !81", !83", and !85" into Eq. !79",
we find the first-order correction in the states which are in resonance with the external field. The current density is obtained by
substituting Eq. !79" into Eq. !25". The full formula is too long to write out, we only write down the contribution from the first
term in Eq. !79".

The current density involving the time factor cos "t is

jc!r,t" =
e

m*r
cos "t%

*r

ds (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe

1
Ne

(
qs

Im)(
j j!

amj

q0amj!

q0!!-mj
! -s

! ! -s
! ! -mj

"3Fsmj!

! 1
"smj!

! " + %q

+ Fmj!s
1

"smj!
+ " + %q

4 + (
kk!

bnk

q0bnk!

q0!!-nk
! -s

! ! -s
! ! -nk

"3Fsnk!

! 1
"snk!

! " + %q ! <
+ Fnk!s

1
"snk!

+ " + %q ! <4* .

!86"

The current density with time factor sin "t is

js!r,t" =
! ie

m*r
sin "t%

*r

ds (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe

1
Ne

(
qs

Im3(
j j!

amj

q0!amj!

q0 !-s ! -mj

! + -mj

! ! -s"3Fsmj!

1
"smj!

! " + %q

! Fmj!s
! 1

"smj!
+ " + %q

44 + (
kk!

bnk

q0!bnk!

q0 !-s ! -nk

! + -nk

! ! -s"3Fsnk!

1
"snk!

! " + %q ! <
! Fnk!s

! 1
"snk!

+ " + %q ! <4 .

!87"

A typical term amj

q0!amj!
q0 !-s!-mj

! "Fsmj!
in Eqs. !86" and !87" represents the coupling between two members -mj

and -mj!
in the

upper group through a nonresonant state -s. Another typical term bnk

q0!bnk!
q0 !-s!-nk

! "Fsnk!
in Eqs. !86" and !87" represents the

coupling between two members -nk
and -nk!

in the lower group through a nonresonant state -s.
The current density with time factor cos 2"t is

jc2!r,t" =
! ie

m*r
cos 2"t%

*r

ds (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe

1
Ne

(
qs

(
jk

Re3amj

q0!bnk

q0!-s ! -mj

! + -mj

! ! -s"Fnks
! 1

"snk
+ " + %q ! <

+ amj

q0bnk

q0!!-nk

! ! -s

+ -s ! -nk

! "Fsmj

1
"smj

! " + %q
4 . !88"

The current density with time factor sin 2"t is

js2!r,t" =
! ie

m*r
sin 2"t%

*r

ds (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe

1
Ne

(
qs

(
jk

Im3amj

q0bnk

q0!!-mj
! -s

! + -s
! ! -mj

"Fnks
1

"snk
+ " + %q ! <

+ amj

q0bnk

q0!!-nk

! ! -s

+ -s ! -nk

! "Fsmj

1
"smj

! " + %q
4 . !89"

The current density without time variation is

j0!r" =
! ie

m*r
%

*r

ds (
l1l2. . .lNe

Wl1l2. . .lNe

1
Ne

(
qs

(
jk

Re3amj

q0bnk

q0!!-mj
! -s

! + -s
! ! -mj

"Fsnk

! 1
"snk

! " + %q ! <
+ amj

q0!bnk

q0!-nk
! -s

!

+ -s
! ! -nk

"Fmjs
1

"smj
+ " + %q

4 . !90"
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The contribution to current from two groups of resonant
states is finite. In contrast with degenerate states, double-
frequency and zero-frequency components of current are
linked to the formal first-order dependence of field. If we
look at a typical term amj

q0bnk

q0!!-nk

! !-s"Fsmj
in Eqs. !88"–!90",

this is not surprise: a member -nk
in the lower group coupled

with a member -mj
in the upper group couples to a member

-nk

! in the lower group through a nonresonant state -s. The
coupling -nk

! !-s originates from current operator, while Fsmj

comes from the field. It is different from the component of
current with same frequency as the external field, where only
the states in same group couple. We did not write out other
contributions from coupling between nonresonant states and
resonant states, i.e., the first three terms in amj

!1" and ank

!1",

though they are also formal linear terms in the field. The aim
here is to show the dramatic difference to the nonlinear effect
caused by degenerate states.

In Eq. !25", the contribution to current from resonant
states arises from

(
q=1

M+M!

#-q!
!0"!t" ! -q!

!1"!!t" + -q!
!1"!t" ! -q!

!0"!!t"

! -q!
!0"!!t" ! -q!

!1"!t" ! -q!
!1"!!t" ! -q!

!0"!t"$ . !91"

By substituting Eqs. !77" and !79" into Eq. !91", it is easy to
find the contributions to current density from the second term
and the third term in Eq. !79". A typical term with time
factor ei3"t is (qjksk!amj

q0!bnk!
q0!!-mj

! !-nk
"Fnk!s

! Fsnk

! !"snk!
+"+%q

!<"!1!%q+2"!<"!1, which comes from -q!
!0"!!-q!

!1". For-
mally this is a third process: state -nk!

in the lower group
indirectly couples with another state -nk

in the lower group
through a nonresonant state -s, state -nk

further couples with

state -mj
in the upper group through current operator. But

formally it only has second-order dependence on the field in
Fnk!s

! Fsnk

! .

V. ROLE OF MANY-ELECTRON STATISTICS

In this section, method !2", many-body perturbation
theory, is used to compute the conductivity. We take a static
field as example and apply the method to intrinsic semicon-
ductors.

A. Zero dc conductivity at T=0 K

Let us label the single-particle states in the valence band
from low to high energy as vNe

, . . . ,v2 ,v1, the states in the
conduction band from low to high energy as c1 ,c2 , . . . ,cNe

.
For an intrinsic semiconductor at T=0 K, the valence band
is full, the system is in ground state $0. At T'0, various
excited states appear. A one-electron excited state $vjck

is
constructed from $0 by replacing v j with ck. Because the
interaction with a static field

Hint = ! (
m=1

Ne

eE · rm !92"

is a single-particle operator !separable for coordinate of each
particle", the ground state only couples with one-electron ex-
cited states. The change in ground state $0 by external field
only includes one-electron excited states

$0!
!1" = (

jk

,ck!1"-eE · r1-v j!1".
!ECk

! Ec1
" + !Ev1

! Evj
" + Eg

$vjck
. !93"

Substitute Eq. !93" into Eq. !4" and effect the multiple
integral, one can read off conductivity from the current den-
sity Eq. !6" by using Eq. !14"

/.0 =
ie2)Ne

2m*
(
jk
) ,ck!1"-r10-v j!1".!

!ECk
! Ec1

" + !Ev1
! Evj

" + Eg
%

*r

ds3v j!s"
#

#s.
ck

!!s" ! ck
!!s"

#

#s.
v j!s"4

+
,ck!1"-r10-v j!1".

!ECk
! Ec1

" + !Ev1
! Evj

" + Eg
%

*r

ds3ck!s"
#

#s.
v j

!!s" ! v j
!!s"

#

#s.
ck!s"4*, .,0 = x,y,z . !94"

Because the external field is much weaker than the atomic
field, the numerator is much smaller than the energy gap Eg

!this will become obvious in next section": the change $0!
!1"

in wave function $0 can be neglected, and the dc conductiv-
ity is negligible at T=0 in an intrinsic semiconductor. The
coupling between zero-electron to one-electron excited states
can be viewed as an interband transition, its probability is not
exactly zero, but is exponentially small. One may neglect
the existence of conduction band: the electron cannot be
accelerated when valence band is full. To accelerate an elec-

tron in ground state, one has to go from valence band to
conduction band. The probability is negligible for an external
field that is much weaker than atomic field.

B. Conduction from one-electron excited states

Because Hint is single-particle operator, a one-electron ex-
cited state could couple with the ground state, one-electron
excited states, and two-electron excited states. The energy
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difference between a one-electron excited state and a two-
electron excited state is at least the energy gap, Eg. The con-
tribution to current density from this coupling is small. For
the same reason, the coupling between a one-electron excited
state and $0 is also negligible.

Since Hint is a single-particle operator, there are only two
types of coupling between two different one-electron excited
states: $vjck

"$vjck!
or $vjck

"$vj!ck
. The energy difference

between such pairs of one-electron excited states can be
small if states ck! and ck !v j! and v j" are properly chosen.
Their contribution will be much larger than the coupling be-
tween a K-electron excited state and a !K:1"-electron ex-
cited state.

The change in $vjck
caused by a static field is easily com-

puted. By appealing to Eqs. !11", !14", and !18", the expres-
sion for conductivity in the momentum representation is

/%& =
e2)3Ne

m2*r!
(
jk

Wvjck
Im6(

k!

,ck!!1"-
#

#x1&
-ck!1".

!Eck!
! Eck

"2 %
*r!

dr3ck!!r"
#ck

!!r"
#x%

! ck
!!r"

#ck!!r"
#x%

4
+ (

j!

,v j!!1"-
#

#x1&
-v j!1".

!Evj!
! Evj

"2 %
*r!

dr3v j!!r"
#v j

!!r"
#x%

! v j
!!r"

#v j!!r"
#x%

47 , !95"

where

Wvjck
= #1 ! f!Evj

"$f!Eck
" . !96"

The accelerated hole in the valence band and the accelerated
electron in conduction band contribute most to the conduc-
tion, the coupling between K-electron and !K:1"-electron
excited states contribute less. All the denominators in Eq.
!95" are nonzero. Except for ( functions, Eq. !95", the con-
tribution from one-electron excited states, corresponds ex-
actly to the ordinary Greenwood formula. The generalization
to K-electron excited states and metals is straightforward.

In the standard application of the KGF !Ref. 36"

/!T" = %
!4

4

dE/!E"3!
df

dE
4 ,

/!E" =
5)2

*m2(
mn

-,n-px-m.-2(!En ! E"(!Em ! E" , !97"

one broadens ( function by a Gaussian

(!En ! E" 8
exp#! !En ! E"2/!292"$

9+25
. !98"

Numerically, this procedure is equivalent to replacing the
whole series about !Evj!

!Evj
"!2 in Eq. !95" with several large

terms, each of order of 9!2. There are three relevant energy
scales in the problem: the step length of energy, kBT, and
characteristic energy level splitting near EF. The choices of
9 is thus seen to be somewhat arbitrary. On one hand 9
should be order of kBT to reflect thermal environment. How-
ever kBT is a too small choice of 9 for room temperature but
may be too large for a high temperature. On the other hand,
9 should be order of or smaller than the eigenvalue splitting
near EF. This choice depends on the size of a structural

model and also depends on how many k points one wishes to
use. Thus KGF depends on a fortunate choice of 9 or re-
quires some other extrapolation scheme to "=0. Equation
!95" or Eq. !34" does not suffer from this problem.

VI. SUMMARY

We derived an expression for the current density from the
principle of virtual work and coarse graining. It includes the
amplitude of transition probability caused by external field.
This means that we do not require an assumption of long
interaction time, that is unjustified for a large system. The
result is equivalent to that derived from statistical average.
But it is more convenient for complicated situations specially
the cases of degenerate and resonant states. The key results
of this paper are Eqs. !34", !35", !53", !63"–!65", !78", !83",
!85", and !95".

The scattering states in the force field of several scattering
centers and the Bloch states in a crystal form a continuous
spectrum. When the final state of a transition !real or virtual"
is a Bloch state or a scattering state, Eq. !47" is the standard
procedure to bypass the poles in Eq. !46" introduced by de-
generate states at "=0. This procedure does not work for
localized states in an amorphous semiconductor and for de-
generate states in a crystal caused by symmetry or accidental
degeneracy.38 These degenerate states for a given energy
cannot be characterized by continuous parameters. They
must be treated as degenerate states in a discrete spectrum.
Ordinary perturbation theory used to derive the conductivity
is only applicable to nondegenerate states and the states
which are not in resonance with external field. In such a
formulation, degenerate states and the states which are in
resonance with external field cause a divergence. We de-
signed time-dependent perturbation theories which are suit-
able for degenerate states in zero- or low-frequency field and
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to the states which are in resonance with external field, re-
spectively. With the help of these, zero-order contributions of
these two cases vanishes, cf Eqs. !53" and !78". The current
density from first-order change in degenerate states and
resonant states are field dependent and finite, cf. Eqs. !24",
!60"–!65", and !86"–!90". The dc conductivity is contained in
the ac conductivity, no zero-frequency limit is needed.

If the disorder is small in an amorphous solid, single-
particle states can be labeled by the wave vectors of the
virtual crystal. One can obtain a systematic expansion of the
conductivity expression in terms of disorder potential !Va
!Vc". It corresponds to the semiclassical Boltzmann formal-
ism at various levels of approximation.

In an oscillating field with time dependence cos "t, in
addition to two normal components of current with cos "t
and sin "t time-dependence factors, three new components
of current with time dependence of cos 2"t, sin 2"t, and 1
are produced by degenerate states. Formally they have
second-order dependence on field. The first-order correction
on the states which are in resonance with external field also
produces components of current with time factors cos 2"t,
sin 2"t, and 1. In this situation, the field dependence of these
components is formally first order. In addition, the first-order
correction of the resonant states also produces components

of current with time-dependence cos 3"t and sin 3"t, for-
mally the field dependence of these components is second
order. We hope that these predictions will be explored by
experimentalists.

Fermi statistics cannot be properly reflected in the expres-
sion of dc conductivity if we first apply single-particle ap-
proximation to many-electron wave function and use station-
ary perturbation theory to calculate the change in single-
electron states caused by dc field. The fault can be overcome
if we use stationary perturbation theory on the change in
many-electron wave function. Beside, one can explicitly dis-
play that the dc conductivity of an intrinsic semiconductor at
T=0 K is zero. For an intrinsic semiconductor, the KGF is
the contribution from one-electron excited states.
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